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church,! beginning! with! the! shockwaves! of! the! French! revolution! (1792)! occurring! in! a!
country!which! had! been! identifiably! Catholic! for! centuries.! ! The! secularization! of! French!
society,! destabilizing! and! ultimately! superceding! centuries! of! ecclesiastical! power! and!
influence!in!education,!in!politics!and!in!all!the!smaller!aspects!of!everyday!French!life,!was!
momentous! for! the! church,! but! not! the! only! upheaval! it! had! to! face.! ! Jonathan!Wright!
describes!a!century!of!difficulty! for!the!Church,!not!only! in!France,!but! in!Spain,!Portugal,!
Italy! and! of! course! postaunification! and! famously! in! Germany! during! the! kulturkampf$ of!
Bismarck.94!!!
!
The! reaction! of! the! Church! to! all! this! strife! and! in! some! cases! oppression95!was! both!
defensive! and! particular,! emphasizing! a! specifically! Catholic! identity! and! authority.!!
Devotion!and!increasing!ritual!around!the!sacred!heart!of!Jesus!was!both!encouraged!and!





                                     
94!Jonathan!Wright,!God’s$Soldiers:$$Adventures,$Politics,$Intrigue$and$Power$–$A$History$of$the$Jesuits,$
(Doubleday,!London,!2004),!pp.221a55!









Inevitably! there!was! also! a!move! at! times! in! the! Church! to! proscribe! or! at! least! critique!
behaviour! which! they! saw! as! antithetical! to! the! Church! and! the! result! of! modern!
influences.! ! In! 1864! the! encyclical!Quanta$ Cura$ rebutted! liberalism! and! itemized! eighty!
points! of! wrong! thinking! (errors)! which! it! condemned! in! the! addendum! entitled! ‘The!
Syllabus!of!Errors’.!!!These!included!the!final!‘Error’!in!thinking!‘the!Roman!Pontiff!can,!and!




! This! was! never! a! common! Catholic! cause.! ! It! did! not! appear! obvious! to! every!
! member! of! the! Church! that! democracy,! or! disestablished! churches,! or! modern!
! trends! in! scholarship! and! philosophy! were! anathema.! ! As! we! will! see,! even!
! successive! bearers! of! the! papal! tiara! managed! to! reach! different!
! conclusions! about! such! issues.! ! But! for! a! good! many! Catholics,! the! modern!




recurring!motif$ in! the!behaviour!of! the!Church!and!of! their! communities,! especially! after!
the! Russian! revolution! and! the! terrible! spectre! of! atheistic! communism.! ! It! is! however! a!
complex! picture! which! benefits! from! a! more! careful! and! nuanced! approach! than! what!
Corrin! describes! as! ‘the! conventional! view! that! the! Catholic! Church! has! always! been! the!
servant! of! rightawing! reaction,! fervently! resisting! change! by! virtue! of! its! authoritarian!
structures!and!traditionalist!theology.’99!
!
Social! Catholicism! in! Europe! gave! rise! to!movements!which!were! regarded! as! a! suitable!
outlet! for! lay!Catholics! to! involve! themselves! in! the!public! sphere,!without!being!directly!
involved! in! politics.! There! were! two! wings! of! this! movement! in! France! –! one! more!
conservative! and! paternalistic! and! one!which!was!more! socially! democratic.100!!McMillan!
notes!a!duality!in!French!Catholicism,!where!the!more!progressive!social!Catholicism!led!by!





100!See! Jane!McMillan! ‘France’! in! Buchanan!&! Conway! (eds.)!Political$ Catholicism$ in$ Europe$ 1918V
1965$(Oxford!University!Press,!Oxford,!1996)!pp.57a67!
 !30!
the! Dominicans! was! eclipsed! by! the! noisier! Catholic! Action.! ! ! This! was! enthusiastically!




classes!neatly! ranged! in! respectful!guilds.’102!!As!Burleigh!writes! ‘In! the! twentieth!century!
corporatism!would!act!as!a!bridge!between!Catholic!authoritarians!and!the!Fascist!extreme!








ever! more! centralized.! ! As! Aspden! notes! ‘The! logic! of! Roman! centralization! was! that!
national!hierarchies!came!ever!more!to!reflect!papal!concerns!and!priorities.’104!!Therefore!
the!overarching!narrative! is!one!which!echoes! that!of! the!Vatican,!with! its!ecclesiological!
opposition!to!the!elevation!of!the!state,!as!exemplified!in!Communist!Russia!and,!ultimately!
to! those! fascist! states!which!would! not! come! to! some! accommodation!with! the! Church.!!
Wright! makes! the! point! particularly! powerfully! that! the! behaviour! of! the! church! in! the!
twentieth!century!had!its!roots!in!the!upheavals!of!the!nineteenth.!!There!is!however!more!
nuance! and! shading! in! the! authoritarian! and! reactionary! voices! from! the! European!
churches!than!might!be!first!understood!from!the!writings!of,! for!example,!the!rightawing!
Jesuit! journal!Civilta$Cattolica,$which,! like!Stimmen$der$Zeit$ in!Germany!and!The$Month$ in!
England!was! the!main! conduit! for! the!dissemination!of! the!Syllabus!of! Errors.! ! There!are!
continuities,! and! discontinuities,! and! in! the! same!way! that! ever!more! complex! history! is!
written!of!Pope!Pius!XII!if!a!more!detailed!study!is!undertaken!of!the!different!churches!in!
Europe,!a!more!subtle!and!shaded!picture!can!emerge.!105!!
                                     











also! by! the! assumptions! of! their! social! milieu! –! a! liberal! democracy,! with! its!
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